
March 19, 1967 

Mr. 	Azpuru-Barnhard 
c/o Bro-Dart Industries 
Export Department 
P. 0. Box 1120 
56 Earl f',traat, 
Newark, New Jersey 07114 

Dear Mr. Azpuru-Bernhard; 

yJ 
	 Please excuse my haste for I am behind schedule on several 

books. 

I would like very much for my books to appear in Spanish 
and in Latin-America. To a degree at least WHITEWASH has been 
translated into Spanish because AFRIBA serialized 8 part of it 
in the summer of 1966. 

Thank you for your interest. 

Sincerely, 

Harold 1:eisber6 
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IvIr.Harold Weisberg, 
Coq DI Or Farm, 
Hyattstown , 
Zone :207 'L;1 

Dear Sir: 

I am a former Latin American radio announcer and 
reporter;Ex-member of the " American Newspaper Guild" and 
now ,working in Library Services and Public Relations , 
for Latin America and the U. S. A. 

With great convictions, I have followed all your 
television appearances and have dropped at the conclusion, 
that specialization in American education , is the reason 
for the "One Way Mind " ;the same way of thinking that makes 
a Lawyer, ignore the basic principles of Legal;or Forensic 
Medicine;Anatomy and other Sciences ;all of them familiar 
to Lyceum Students in Europe and Latin America. 

Some years ago, I wrote a comment and addressed it 
to the "Long Island Press". The subject was: The application 
of the Phytagorean calculation( The Right Triangle) in rel-
ation to the balistic reconstruction , made by the F. B. I. 
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As it was reconstructed, the FBI used : a two plazas car; thus 
varying the inclination of the hypotenuse(  in this case, the 
trayeetory of the bullet) while the car used by the President, 
on the fatal day, wag ;: a three plazas. car ;that is :divided 
in THPFE coTpartmentsiii; 

All the above mathematical facts, will vary the Inclination 
(or angler)f the bullet; while all the cbher Right Triangle 
Relation-, will remain the same ;regardless of the size of the 
triangle (Phytagoras Theorem). 

Basically, cathetus a, is the building 
cathetus b ,is the street ;from the base of 
the Depository Building , to the Presidents seat. 
The Hypotenuse, will be :the bullet's trayectory. 

The sum of the angles of the Rectangle , is ... 1BO°  

The rectabgle is 1/4 of the Circumference. 

The car, was "describing " a circle (at least , as a compass; 
cYlving us a quadrant ".Then as the- front tires are moving 

faster , than the rear tires( Physics) the President was ,in a 
still , position for some seconds... 

Now: All the proper computations, can be made by a mathematitimns, 
by using the uar's speed and of course,all the other relations. 
And , by knowing the still seconds, for the President, we can 
perhaps, know ; the imposibility to fire at the incredible speed 
claimed by the Warren Report. 
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Mr. Weisberg,I have spoken with my cousin , an engineer graduated 
from MIT, and he agrees about my "mpthematical reasoning ".Form 
instance , IF the angle is proven to be LOW,then , the bullets 
DID NOT come from it SIXTH Floor , bu from a place ;either Lower 
or at level with the car. 	And with the aid of a sextant , the 
place can be ascerted ; at least aproximately. 

I have received innumerable letter from Honduras, requesting 
your book .Only today, I found your address , in the December 
issue of "Publisher's Weekly ". 

Have you - thought ofthe possibility to translate your book 
into Spanish2,LL I can give you somegood 	houses in Mexico;one 
who currently translates and distributes , MacGra-Hill, French 
publications 	and other translations. 

I have been a translator ;having worked as a proof-reader 
for five years,when I was a member of the " American Newspaper 
Guild "( Card # 66- 83 W, issued in 1963). 

Too bad you are from this New York -New Jersey area, for If 
needed, I could find a good secretary(part -time ) and in a rel-
ative short time , we could translate the book.I read at"above 
the average"; since I have been a radio announcer , fyyr more 
than 15 years. Te could do it on Saturdays. in; 

Enclosed, is the application I have used, You may inquire 
about my ability, with Mr. Deegan; or ray employer:" Brio-Dart 
Industries ". Library Serv-Lces. PerSonnel Mngr: Mr. Joel Levy. 
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